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This paper, in line with the previous works (Javili and Steinmann, 2009, 2010), is concerned with the
thermomechanically consistent theory and formulation of boundary potential energies and the study
of their impact on the deformations of solids. Thereby, the main thrust in this contribution is the exten-
sion to thermomechanical effects. Although boundary effects can play a dominant role in the material
behavior, the common modelling in continuum mechanics takes exclusively the bulk into account, nev-
ertheless, neglecting possible contributions from the boundary. In this approach the boundary is
equipped with its own thermodynamic life, i.e. we assume separate boundary energy, entropy and
the like. Afterwards, the derivations of generalized balance equations, including boundary potentials,
completely based on a tensorial representation is carried out. The formulation is exempliﬁed for the
example of thermohyperelasticity.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Surfaces of bodies, in general, exhibit properties different from
those associated with the bulk. This behavior is caused either by
the fact that the boundary of the material is exposed to e.g. oxida-
tion, aging, coating, etc., thus obviously resulting in distinctively dif-
ferent properties in comparatively thin boundary layers and due to
the fact that the atomic bonds are broken at the surface of the body.
These effects could phenomenologically be modelled in terms of
boundaries equipped with their own free energy and it has been
well studied in the literature since the milestone work by Gibbs
(1906) and elaborated by others, e.g. Adam (1941), Lifshitz and Lan-
dau (1987), Adamson and Gast (1997), Kaptay (2005), Steinmann
(2008), (Javili and Steinmann, 2009, 2010) and in case of interfaces
(Steinmann andHäsner, 2005). Such phenomena can bemodelled in
terms of surface stress of tensorial nature, see e.g. Gurtin and Mur-
doch (1975) and Kramer and Weissmüller (2007).
The term surface energy is usually accepted as an excess energy
term since a surface can be interpreted as a layer to which a certain
energy is attached (Fried and Gurtin, 2004; Fischer et al., 2008).
The surface energy can also be understood as a superﬁcial energy
term due to the rearrangement of atoms very near to a surface
(see e.g. Johnson, 2000; Fischer et al., 2008). Also, it is well ac-
cepted that on the surface of a liquid a certain surface stress acts
in a spherically symmetric conﬁguration. In this manuscript the
scalar value of the spherically symmetric stress is referred to as
surface tension which indeed is equal to the surface energy in casell rights reserved.
fax: +49 9131 85 28503.
(A. Javili), paul.steinmann@of liquids. From the theoretical point of view a substantial body of
literature can be found on surface tension, surface stress and sur-
face energy, see e.g. Simha and Bhattacharya (1997), Simha and
Bhattacharya (1998), Fischer et al. (2003), Yang (2006), Leo and
Sekerka (1989a,b), Fischer et al. (2008) and references therein.
The numerical simulation of the surface of the body has been
studied extensively when the bulk behaves like a ﬂuid, e.g. Navti
et al. (1997), Bellet (2001), Dettmer et al. (2003) and Dettmer
and Peric´ (2006) and also, with the variational formulation in Olson
and Kock (1994), Saksono and Peric´ (2006a,b).
The elastic effects of solid surfaces, in general, have been studied,
e.g. in Shuttleworth (1950), Gurtin andMurdoch (1975), Needs et al.
(1991), Cammarata (1994), Rusanov (1996), Steigmann and Ogden
(1999), Haiss (2001), Müller and Saúl (2004) and references therein.
Moreover, due to the size-dependent elastic properties of nanoma-
terials several manuscripts have appeared recently in the literature.
Those works can be divided into two groups based on the approach
that they employ. The ﬁrst approach begins with the surface elastic
formulation of Gurtin andMurdoch (1975) andmodiﬁes the numer-
ical framework, see Miller and Shenoy (2000), Wei et al. (2006),
Huang and Wang (2006), Yvonnet et al. (2008) and She and Wang
(2009). In contrast, the second approach revolves around formula-
tion of the total potential energy, through utilization of the Cau-
chy–Born hypothesis, so as to capture the surface effects, see Park
et al. (2006), Park and Klein (2008), Yun and Park (2008) and also
for nanowires Park and Klein (2007), He and Lilley (2008, 2009).
On top of the subtle differences between the approach of this
manuscript and the previous literature, it must be noted that this
contribution is based on the fully three-dimensional ﬁnite defor-
mation setting incorporating coupled thermomechanical behavior
and properties of the materials.
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surfaces and no interfaces (internal surfaces) separating two
domains as, e.g. in Chen et al. (2006) are considered. The possible
extension of this approach to interfaces shall be studied in a
separate contribution.
The manuscript is organized as follows. After collecting some
preliminaries about the problem statement in Section 2, we de-
rive the balance equations in the bulk and on the boundary in
Section 3. Thereby we investigate in particular the momentum
balances, the internal energy balance and the entropy balance
(with positive production constraint). Next, a thermohyperelastic
constitutive equation is proposed and exempliﬁed in Section 4
wherein linearization to small strain elasticity is considered
and ﬁnally relations between material parameters on the bound-
ary as compared to the bulk are discussed. Note, that in Section
4 we assume the existence of a thermohyperelastic free energy
for the boundary and we propose a simple model for that. Nev-
ertheless, we should be aware that the surface energy is not al-
ways known and often its dependence on strain is not available
either. Such constitutive laws can only be found from atomistic
modelling, see e.g. Haiss (2001), Fischer et al. (2008). Moreover,
a multiscale surface free energy can be constructed through
employment of the surface Cauchy–Born hypothesis elaborated
e.g. in Park and Klein (2008).2. Preliminaries
Consider a continuum body as illustrated in Fig. 1 that takes the
material conﬁguration B0 at time t = 0 and the spatial conﬁguration
Bt at time t > 0. The placements x and X, respectively, in the spatial
and the material conﬁgurations, are related by the invertible (non-
linear) deformation map
x ¼ uðX; tÞ: ð1Þ
The associated deformation gradient or rather (invertible) linear
tangent map between material and spatial line elements dx 2 TBt
(tangent space to Bt) and dX 2 TB0 (tangent space to B0) and the
associated velocity are deﬁned as
F :¼ GraduðX; tÞ; v :¼ @tuðX; tÞ: ð2Þ
The boundary of the continuum body is described (or rather cov-
ered) by a two-dimensional surface in the three-dimensional
embedding Euclidean space deﬁned by
S0 ¼ @B0 and St ¼ @Bt : ð3Þ
The boundary placements x^ and bX , respectively in the spatial and
the material conﬁgurations, are related by the invertible (nonlinear)
deformation maptime t = 0 time t >
material
configuration
spatia
configura
Fig. 1. Material and spatial conﬁguration of a continuum body. The deformation gradient
the boundary, respectively.x^ ¼ u^ðbX ; tÞ ¼ uðX 2 S0; tÞ: ð4Þ
The boundary deformation gradient bF or rather (non-invertible) lin-
ear surface tangent map between line elements dbX 2 TS0 (tangent
space to S0) and dx^ 2 TSt (tangent space to St) and the associated
boundary velocity are deﬁned as
bF :¼ dGradu^ðbX ; tÞ; v^ :¼ @tu^ bX ; t : ð5Þ
Here, dGradfg ¼ Gradfg  bI , whereby bI :¼ I  N  N denotes the
mixed-variant surface unit tensor in the material conﬁguration.
We deﬁne volume elements dV and dv of B0 and Bt to be
mapped into each other by the Jacobian J, i.e. dv = JdV with
J :¼ detF. In analogy, we deﬁne surface area elements dA and da
of S0 and St to be mapped into each other by the surface JacobianbJ , i.e. da ¼ bJ dA with bJ :¼ddetbF where the surface determinant of
the surface deformation gradient is deﬁned in accordance with
Gurtin and Struthers (1990) as follows:
ddetbF :¼ j½bF  A1  ½bF  A2jjA1  A2j ; ð6Þ
in which A1 2 TS0 and A2 2 TS0 are the covariant (natural) surface
basis vectors. Further background of the differential geometry of
the surfaces may be found in classical references such as Kreyszig
(1991) and Ciarlet (2006). For simplicity we deﬁne also the inverse
of the Jacobians in the bulk and on the boundary by j :¼ J1 and
j^ ¼ bJ1, respectively.
3. Governing equations
In the derivations of balance equation we shall consider arbi-
trary sub-bodies X0 within the continuum body B0, X0  B0, with
the boundary oX0 as shown in Fig. 2. The boundary of the sub-body
X0, i.e. oX0, may include or exclude the boundary of the continuum
body. The intersection of the boundary of the continuum body B0
and the boundary of the arbitrarily chosen sub-bodyX0 is denoted
by C0 and therefore, we can write
@X0 ¼ C0 [ @X0=C0; C0 ¼ @B0 \ @X0: ð7Þ
In analogy the boundary of the sub-surface C0 is denoted by oC0.
These relations are depicted in Fig. 2.
It is important to note that we assume in the following exclu-
sively that the boundary is tied to the enclosed continuum by kine-
matic slavery, i.e.
x^ ¼ xjC0 ; ð8Þ
where x and x^ denote the placements in the spatial conﬁguration in
the bulk and on the boundary, respectively. Note that it follows0
l
tion
F, and the boundary deformation gradient bF map the line element in the bulk and at
Fig. 2. Continuum body B0 and an arbitrary sub-body X0  B0. The boundary of the arbitrary sub-body may include or exclude the boundary of the continuum body. Here the
representation is in two dimensions for simplicity.
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denote the absolute temperatures in the bulk and on the boundary,
respectively.3.1. Momentum balance
To derive the appropriate momentum balance equations we
start by considering the global working, i.e. the global (external)
mechanical power
WjX0 ¼ Wðv ; v^Þ :¼
Z
C0
v^  b^p dAþ
Z
@X0=C0
v  ½P MdA
þ
Z
@C0
v^  ½bP cM dLþ Z
X0
v  bdV : ð9Þ
The prescribed traction on the surface is denoted by b^p where the
superscript p stands for prescribed so as to distinguish between the
external tractions exerted on the surface and the tractions on the sur-
face resulting from the coupling with the bulk. Here, P M and bP cM
denote the tractions across oX0/C0 and oC0, wherebyweassume that
the Cauchy theorem holds for the bulk Piola–Kirchhoff stress P and
the boundary Piola–Kirchhoff stress bP which is a superﬁcial tensor
ﬁeld possessing the property bP  N ¼ 0. Moreover, time derivatives
of the bulk and surface placements are denoted by v and v^ , respec-
tively. For the sake of completeness, we include also the body forces
per unit reference volume in the bulk denoted by b. Note that b is
presumed to include inertia, if needed, and in this case the
corresponding contributions in kinetic energy must be taken into
account.
The velocities of the bulk and the surface transform as follows
under a superposed rigid-body motion (SRBM)
v SRBM! v ¼ v þ c þx r;
v^ SRBM! v^ ¼ v^ þ c þx r^: ð10Þ
Here, x and c denote the angular and translational velocity of the
superposed rigid-body motion, whereas r and r^ are the distance
vectors of the points in the bulk or on the boundary to a ﬁxed point
in E3, e.g. the origin O, respectively.
Next we require invariance of the working under superposed ri-
gid-body motions as deﬁned above, i.e. we demand
Wðv; v^Þ ¼: Wðv; v^Þ: ð11Þ
Hence, invariance of the working under superposed rigid-body mo-
tions for arbitrary x and c renders the global balances of momen-
tum and angular momentum asZ
C0
b^p dAþ
Z
@X0=C0
P MdAþ
Z
@C0
bP cM dLþ Z
X0
bdV ¼: 0
andZ
C0
r^  b^p dAþ
Z
@X0=C0
r  ½P MdAþ
Z
@C0
r^  bP cMh idL
þ
Z
X0
r  bdV ¼: 0
ð12Þ
Furthermore, we localize these global statements for arbitrary X0
such that ﬁrstly oX0 does not contain the boundary, i.e. @B0 \ @
X0 ¼ ;, and consequently oX0/C0 = oX0. Taking into account (i) the
corresponding (bulk) Gauss theorem together with (ii) the relation
Div(r  P) = r  DivP + : [Gradr  PT], in which  denotes the third
order permutation (Levi–Civita) tensor, renders the familiar local
balance of linear momentum in the bulk
DivP þ b ¼ 0; ð13Þ
and the local balance of angular momentum in the bulk
F  PT ¼ P  FT : ð14Þ
Likewise, we secondly localize the above global statements for arbi-
trary X0 containing the boundary, i.e. @B0 \ @X0 – ; taking the limit
X0? ;, and consequently oX0/C0 = C0 withM = N and r ¼ r^. Tak-
ing into account (i) the corresponding boundary Gauss theorem to-
gether with (ii) the relation dDivðr^  bPÞ ¼ r^ dDivbP þ : ½ dGradr^  bPT ,
renders the local balance of linear momentum on the boundarydDivbP þ b^ ¼ 0 with b^ ¼ b^p  P  N; ð15Þ
and the local balance of angular momentum on the boundarybF  bPT ¼ bP  bF T : ð16Þ
Remark. Note that in Eq. (15), the term dDivbP is not necessarily
tangent to the boundary and also, the terms b^p and P  N have
components both tangent and normal to the boundary. Therefore,
we can decompose the local momentum balance equation on the
boundary into two equations as follows
½dDivbP k þ b^k ¼ 0 with b^k ¼ b^pk  ½P  Nk;
½dDivbP ? þ b^? ¼ 0 with b^? ¼ b^p?  ½P  N?;
8<: ð17Þ
in which fgk and {}\ stand for the tangent and normal to the
boundary, or along and across the boundary, respectively.
Moreover, in Eq. (16), the symmetric term bF  bPT is a tangential
superﬁcial tensor ﬁeld which does not possess any normal parts
since ½bF  bPT   N ¼ ½bP  bF T   N ¼ 0. Thus, the traction bP cM exerted
across oC0 is also tangent to C0.
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the local balances of momentum and angular momentum in the
bulk with respect to the spatial conﬁguration, i.e. the local balance
of linear momentum
divrþ jb ¼ 0; ð18Þ
and the local balance of angular momentum
r ¼ rT ; ð19Þ
where r = jP  FT denotes the bulk Cauchy stress.
In analogy, based on Eqs. (15) and (16), we can also derive the
local balances of momentum and angular momentum on the
boundary with respect to the spatial conﬁguration, i.e. the local
balance of linear momentum
ddivr^þ j^b^ ¼ 0 with j^b^ ¼ j^b^p  r  n; ð20Þ
and the local balance of angular momentum
r^ ¼ r^T ; ð21Þ
where r^ ¼ j^bP  bF T denotes the boundary Cauchy stress.
3.2. Internal energy balance
To derive the internal energy balance equation, we start by con-
sidering the global heating, i.e. the global (external) thermal power
QjX0 :¼
Z
C0
bQ p dAþ Z
@X0=C0
Q M½ dAþ
Z
@C0
½ bQ cM dLþ Z
X0
Q dV :
ð22Þ
The prescribed heat ﬂux on the surface is denoted by bQ p where the
superscript p stands for prescribed so as to distinguish between the
external heat ﬂux to the surface and the heat ﬂux to the surface
resulting from the coupling with the bulk. Here, Q M and bQ cM de-
note the heat ﬂuxes across oX0/C0 and oC0, whereby we assume
that the Cauchy theorem holds for the bulk heat ﬂux Q and the
boundary heat ﬂux bQ which is a tangent vector ﬁeld possessing
the property bQ  N ¼ 0. For the sake of completeness, we include
also the heat sources per unit time and per unit reference volume
Q in the bulk.
We also deﬁne the change of total internal energy in time
EjX0 :¼
Z
X0
@tEdV þ
Z
C0
@tbEdA: ð23Þ
Here, the bulk internal energy per unit reference volume is denoted
by E and in analogy bE represents the boundary internal energy per
unit reference area.
The internal energy balance is based on the concept that work-
ing and heating cause a change of the internal energy, i.e.
WjX0 þQjX0 ¼ EjX0 : ð24Þ
Furthermore, we localize these global statement for arbitrary X0
such that ﬁrstly oX0 does not contain the boundary, i.e. @B0\
@X0 ¼ ;, and consequently oX0/C0 = oX0. Taking into account (i)
the corresponding (bulk) Gauss theorem together with (ii) the rela-
tion Div(v  P) = v  DivP + P: Gradv and (iii) employing the local
(bulk) balance of momentum, i.e. Eq. (13), renders the familiar local
balance of internal energy, i.e.
P : Gradv  DivQ þ Q ¼ @tE: ð25Þ
Likewise, we secondly localize the above global statement for arbi-
trary X0 containing the boundary, i.e. @B0 \ @X0 – ; taking the limit
X0? ;, and consequently oX0/C0 = C0 withM = N. Taking into ac-
count (i) the corresponding boundary Gauss theorem together with
(ii) the relation dDivðv^  bPÞ ¼ v^ dDivbP þ bP : dGradv^ and (iii) employ-ing the local (boundary) balance of momentum, i.e. Eq. (15), renders
the local balance of internal energy on the boundary, i.e.bP : dGradv^ dDiv bQ þ bQ ¼ @tbE with bQ ¼ bQ p þ Q  N: ð26Þ
Remark. Note that based on Eq. (25), we can also derive the local
balance of energy in the bulk with respect to the spatial conﬁg-
uration, i.e.
r : gradv  divqþ jQ ¼ j@tE; ð27Þ
where q = jQ  FT denotes the bulk heat ﬂux.
In analogy, based on Eq. (26), we can also derive the local bal-
ance of energy on the boundary with respect to the spatial conﬁg-
uration, i.e.
r^ : dgradv^ ddivq^þ j^bQ ¼ j^@tbE with j^bQ ¼ j^bQ p þ q  n; ð28Þ
where q^ ¼ j^ bQ  bF T denotes the boundary heat ﬂux.
3.3. Entropy balance
To derive the entropy balance equations we start by considering
the global entropy input
HijX0 :¼
Z
C0
bHp dAþ Z
@X0=C0
½H MdAþ
Z
@C0
½ bH cM dLþ Z
X0
HdV ;
ð29Þ
and entropy production, whereby the entropy production has to
satisfy an inequality constraint
HpjX0 :¼
Z
X0
gdV þ
Z
C0
g^dAP 0: ð30Þ
Here, bHp denotes the prescribed entropy ﬂux to the surface and one
has to distinguish between this external prescribed entropy ﬂux to
the surface and the entropy ﬂux to the surface resulting from cou-
pling with the bulk. The entropy ﬂuxes across oX0/C0 and oC0 are
H M and bH cM , respectively, whereby we assume that the Cauchy
theorem holds for the bulk entropy ﬂux H and the boundary entro-
py ﬂux bH which is a tangent vector ﬁeld possessing the propertybH  N ¼ 0. For the sake of completeness, we include also the entropy
source per unit time and per unit reference volume H in the bulk.
Moreover, gP 0 and g^P 0, assumed to be positive, are the bulk en-
tropy production and the separate boundary entropy production.
We also deﬁne the change of total entropy in time
SjX0 :¼
Z
X0
@tSdV þ
Z
C0
@tbSdA: ð31Þ
Here, the bulk internal entropy per unit reference volume is de-
noted by S and in analogy bS represents the boundary internal entro-
py per unit reference area.
The entropy balance is based on the concept that entropy input
and production cause a change of the entropy, i.e.
SjX0 ¼ HpjX0 þHijX0 : ð32Þ
Furthermore, we localize the above global statement for arbitrary
X0 such that ﬁrstly oX0 does not contain the boundary, i.e.
@B0 \ @X0 ¼ ;, and consequently oX0/C0 = oX0. Taking into account
the corresponding (bulk) Gauss theorem renders the familiar local
balance of entropy, i.e.
DivH þ H þ g ¼ @tS with gP 0: ð33Þ
Likewise, we secondly localize the above global statement for arbi-
trary X0 containing the boundary, i.e. @B0 \ @X0 – ; taking the limit
X0? ;, and consequently oX0/C0 = C0 with M = N. Taking into
account the corresponding boundary Gauss theorem, renders the
local balance of entropy on the boundary, i.e.
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balance of entropy in the bulk with respect to the spatial
conﬁguration, i.e.
divhþ jH þ jg ¼ j@tS with gP 0; ð35Þ
where h = jH  FT denotes the bulk entropy ﬂux.
In analogy, based on Eq. (34), we can also derive the local bal-
ance of entropy on the boundary with respect to the spatial conﬁg-
uration, i.e.
ddivbh þ j^bH þ j^g^ ¼ j^@tbS with j^bH ¼ j^bHp þ h  n and g^P 0; ð36Þ
where h^ ¼ j^bH  bF T denotes the boundary entropy ﬂux.
To proceed we postulate the common convenient relations in
the bulk and in analogy with that on the boundary between heat
ﬂux and entropy ﬂux, etc.
H :¼ Q
H
; H :¼ Q
H
; bH :¼ bQbH ; bHp :¼
bQ pbH : ð37Þ
Recall that,H > 0 and bH > 0 denote the absolute temperature inX0
and C0, respectively.
Moreover, we introduce the bulk dissipation power D and the
boundary dissipation power bD as follows:
D :¼ HgP 0; bD :¼ bHg^P 0; ð38Þ
and consequently
g ¼ D
H
P 0; g^ ¼
bDbH P 0: ð39Þ
Introducing the above format for the bulk and the boundary into the
local bulk and boundary balances of entropy, i.e. Eqs. (33) and (34),
and taking into account (i) Div(Q/H) = DivQ/H  Q  GradH/H2
and (ii) dDivð bQ = bHÞ ¼ dDiv bQ = bH  bQ  dGrad bH= bH2 together with
(iii) Q  GradH/H = Q  GradlnH and (iv) bQ  dGrad= bH ¼ bQ  lndGrad bH, renders a formulation that displays dissipative contributions
of bulk and boundary
D ¼ H@tSþ DivQ  Q  Q  Grad lnH with DP 0;
bD ¼ bH@tbS þdDiv bQ  bQ p þ bHH Q  N
" #
 bQ  dGrad ln bH with bD P 0:
ð40Þ
We may now employ the energy balance equations in the bulk and
on the boundary, i.e. Eqs. (25) and (26), and reformulate the above
equations as
D ¼ H@tS @tEþ P : Gradv  Q  Grad lnHDP 0;
bD ¼ bH@tbS  @tbE þ bP : dGradv^ þ 1 bHH
" #
Q  N  bQ  dGrad ln bH bD P 0:
ð41Þ
Next, we introduce the concept of free energy as a Legendre trans-
formation of the internal energy in terms of entropy and tempera-
ture, whereby again we allow for a separate free energy bW of the
boundary.
W :¼ EHS and bW :¼ bE  bHbS: ð42Þ
Then, inserting the bulk and boundary free energy into the above
entropy evolution Eq. (41) renders ﬁnally the Clausius–Duhem dis-
sipation inequality for the bulk and the boundary
D ¼ P : Gradv  @tW S@tH Q  Grad lnHP 0;
bD ¼ bP : dGradv^  @t bW  bS@t bH þ 1 bHH
" #
Q  N  bQ  dGrad ln bH P 0:
ð43ÞFinally, we rewrite all the local balance equations of momentum,
angular momentum, energy and entropy in the bulk and on the
boundary compactly inmaterial and spatial conﬁgurations in Table 1.
4. Thermohyperelastic constitutive equation
To exploit the above-derived dissipation inequality further, we
specify a thermohyperelastic constitutive model by selecting a par-
ticular list of arguments for the free energies. For a simple case of
thermohyperelastic behavior, the arguments of the free energies
are selected as follows:
W :¼ WðF;HÞ and bW :¼ bWðbF ; bH;nÞ: ð44Þ
In particular note that we allow the boundary free energy to depend
on the boundary normal n in the spatial conﬁguration in order to
capture a possible anisotropic behavior. It must be emphasized that
in the procedure of derivations of balance equations in Section 3, no
surface isotropy assumption has been made.
Within this constitutive prescription at hand, a standard exploi-
tation of the bulk dissipation inequality determines the familiar
constitutive law for the bulk Piola–Kirchhoff stress P and the bulk
entropy S as
P ¼ @W
@F
and S ¼  @W
@H
: ð45Þ
Accordingly, the exploitation of the boundary dissipation inequality
renders the boundary Piola–Kirchhoff stress bP and boundary entro-
py bS as
bP ¼ @ bW
@bF þ n bS0 and bS ¼  @
bW
@ bH : ð46Þ
Here, bS0 denotes the surface shear deﬁned asbS0 :¼ bpt  dcof bF with bpt :¼ @n bWt  i^; ð47Þ
where bWt denotes the spatial surface free energy and i^ ¼ i n n
denotes the mixed variant surface unit tensor in spatial
conﬁguration.
Remark. Note that in case of isotropy the boundary Piola–Kirchhoff
stress bP simpliﬁes to bP ¼ @ bW=@bF .
Then the reduced dissipation inequality for the bulk takes the
standard format
D ¼ Dcond ¼ Q  Grad lnHP 0; ð48Þ
while the reduced dissipation inequality for the boundary reads
bD ¼ bDcond ¼ 1 bH
H
" #
Q  N  bQ  dGrad ln bH P 0: ð49Þ
Note that the dissipation is thus, exclusively due to heat con-
duction in the bulk and on the boundary. The boundary dissipation
itself consists of the dissipation due to heat conduction along the
boundary bDcondk and across the boundary bDcond? ,
bDcondk ¼  bQ  dGrad ln bH and bDcond? ¼ 1 bHH
" #
Q  N: ð50Þ
To satisfy the reduced dissipation inequalities we model the heat
ﬂux in the bulk and along the boundary in the spirit of the Fourier
law
Q ¼ kF1  FT  GradH;bQ ¼ k^bF1  bFT  dGrad bH; ð51Þ
where k and k^ denote coefﬁcient of thermal conductivity in the bulk
and on the boundary, respectively. Upon selecting positive values
Table 1
Local balance equations of linear momentum, angular momentum, energy and entropy in the bulk and on the boundary in material and spatial conﬁgurations. Note that
b^ ¼ b^p  P  N, bQ ¼ bQ p þ Q  N and bH ¼ bHp þ H  N.
Balance equations In material conﬁguration In spatial conﬁguration
Lin. mom. DivP þ b ¼ 0 in B0 divrþ jb ¼ 0 in BtdDivbP þ b^ ¼ 0 on @B0 ddivr^þ j^b^ ¼ 0 on @Bt
Ang. mom. F  PT ¼ P  FT in B0 r ¼ rT in BtbF  bPT ¼ bP  bFT on @B0 r^ ¼ r^T on @Bt
Energy P : Gradv  DivQ þ Q ¼ @tE in B0 r : gradv  divqþ jQ ¼ j@tEin BtbP : dGradv^  dDiv bQ þ bQ ¼ @tbE on @B0 r^ : dgradv^ ddivq^þ j^bQ ¼ j^@tbE on @Bt
Entropy g ¼ @tSþ DivH  HP 0 in B0 jg ¼ j@tSþ divh jHP 0 in Bt
g^ ¼ @tbS þdDiv bH  bH P 0 on @B0 j^g^ ¼ j^@tbS þddivh^ j^bH P 0 on @Bt
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dissipation inequality for the bulk identically and renders positive
dissipation along the boundary due to heat conduction
D ¼ Dcond ¼ k F1  FT
h i
: Grad lnH  GradH½ P 0;
bD – bDcondk ¼ k^ bF1  bFTh i : dGrad ln bH  dGrad bHh iP 0: ð52Þ
Finally, an additional sufﬁcient condition for the boundary dissipa-
tion inequality to be satisﬁed is
bDcond? ¼ 1 bHH
" #
Q  N P 0; ð53Þ
which can most easily be fulﬁlled by the assumption bH ¼ HjC0
which corresponds to the thermal slavery of the boundary.
Moreover, this thermohyperelastic constitutive equation to-
gether with the local energy balance equation for the bulk (25) ren-
ders the temperature evolution in the bulk
cF@tH ¼ DivQ þ Q þHP;H : _F: ð54Þ
Here, cF denotes the speciﬁc heat capacity at constant deformation
in the bulk deﬁned as
cF ¼ H @
2W F;Hð Þ
@H@H
 !
: ð55Þ
In analogy, we can exploit the thermohyperelastic constitutive
equation together with the local energy balance equation for the
boundary (26) and obtain the temperature evolution on the
boundary
c^bF @t bH ¼ dDiv bQ þ bQ þ bHbP ;bH : _bF : ð56Þ
Here, c^bF denotes the speciﬁc heat capacity at constant deformation
on the boundary deﬁned as
c^bF ¼  bH @
2 bW bF ; bH 
@ bH@ bH
0@ 1A: ð57Þ
4.1. Example of thermohyperelastic constitutive equation
For the simplest case of thermohyperelasticity, we may select
for the bulk free energy the following function, whereby the argu-
ment list in Eq. (44) is respected
W :¼ 1
2
kln2J þ 1
2
l½F : F  ndim  2 ln J  3aj½HH0 ln JJ
þ cF HH0 H ln HH0
 
 S0½HH0: ð58Þ
Here, 1/2kln2J + 1/2l[F: F  ndim  2ln J] is the classical free-energy
function of Neo-Hooke type characterized through the two Laméconstants k and l, see e.g. Kuhl et al. (2004). The term J = detF de-
notes the Jacobian. The thermomechanical coupling is modelled
by 3aj[H H0]ln J/J in terms of the thermal expansion coefﬁcient
a weighting the product of the bulk modulus j and the difference
between the current temperatureH and the reference temperature
H0. The term cF[H H0 HlnH/H0] represents the purely ther-
mal behavior in terms of the speciﬁc heat capacity cF. Finally, we
introduce the material speciﬁc absolute entropy into the free-en-
ergy function by S0[H H0].
Likewise, we may select for the boundary free energy the fol-
lowing function, regarding the argument list in Eq. (44). Here, we
focus on an isotropic boundary free energy, nevertheless, the inclu-
sion of anisotropic effects would be straightforward according to
Eq. (46)bW :¼ 1
2
k^ ln2bJ þ 1
2
l^ bF : bF  ndim1  2 lnbJh i
þ c^bJ  3a^j^ bH  bH0h i lnbJbJ
þ c^bF bH  bH0  bH ln bHbH0
" #
 bS0 bH  bH0h i: ð59Þ
Here, 1=2k^ln2bJ þ 1=2l^½bF : bF  ndim  2 lnbJmimics the classical free-
energy function of Neo-Hooke type characterized through the two
Lamé constants k^ and l^. The term c^ represents the constant (liquid
type) surface tension. The thermomechanical coupling is modelled
by 3a^j^½ bH  bH0 lnbJ=bJ in terms of boundary thermal expansion
coefﬁcient a^ weighting the product of the boundary modulus j^ and
the difference between the current temperature bH and the reference
temperature bH0. The term c^bF bH  bH0  bH ln bH= bH0h i represents the
purely thermalbehavior in termsof theboundary speciﬁcheat capac-
ity c^bF . Finally, we introduce the boundary speciﬁc absolute entropy
into the boundary free-energy function by bS0½ bH  bH0.
With these assumptions on the bulk free energies at hand, the
Piola–Kirchhoff stress and the entropy in the bulk follow in the
familiar format of thermohyperelasticity
P ¼ @W
@F
¼ ½k ln J  lFT þ lF  3aj1
J
½HH0½1 ln JFT ; ð60Þ
and
S ¼  @W
@H
¼ 3aj ln J
J
þ cF ln HH0 þ S0: ð61Þ
In analogy, again for the present case of thermohyperelasticity, the
separate Piola–Kirchhoff stress and entropy on the boundary follow
as
bP ¼ @ bW
@bF ¼ ½k^ lnbJ l^bFT þ l^bF þ c^bJbFT 3a^j^1bJ ½ bH bH0½1 lnbJbFT ;
ð62Þ
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bS ¼  @ bW
@ bH ¼ 3a^j^ ln
bJbJ þ c^bF ln
bHbH0 þ bS0: ð63Þ4.2. Relation to small strain elasticity
Note that the material model proposed here is not violating the
deﬁnitions of surface stress given by Cammarata (1994) and the lin-
ear constitutive law in Miller and Shenoy (2000) based on inﬁnites-
imal surface strain tensor.Moreover, the energydensity given in She
andWang (2009) is in fact the same as what is proposed here if one
assumes small strains, see also Huang and Wang (2006) and Duan
et al. (2009). However, the derivations in the presentwork are based
on ﬁnite deformations and consistencies with the previous works
are not obvious. So as to show these similarities, the linearized form
of the equations for our material model will be given next. Here we
focus onmechanicalmaterial parameters and therefore, the thermal
effects are neglected for the sake of simplicity. Hence, the boundary
free energy for the model is expressed asbW ¼ 1
2
k^ log2 bJ þ 1
2
l^½bF : bF  2 2 logbJ þbJc^; ð64Þ
and the boundary second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, bS , is given asbS ¼ bF1  bP ¼ k^ logbJ bC1 þ l^ bI  bC1h iþ c^bJ bC1; ð65Þ
where the bC denotes the boundary right Cauchy–Green strain de-
ﬁned as bC :¼ bF T  bF .
The surface stress tensor close to the reference conﬁguration can
be computed by a linearization of the boundary second Piola–Kirch-
hoff stress tensor at the reference conﬁguration, i.e. bC ¼ bI . Thus, the
surface stress tensor close to the reference conﬁguration is
r^ ¼ LinbS jbC¼bI ¼ bS jbC¼bI þ @bS@bC jbC¼bI : bC  bI
h i
; ð66Þ
and after some mathematical steps, the constitutive relation for the
surface stress tensor based on the inﬁnitesimal surface strain ten-
sor, denoted by ^ ¼ dGradsymu, can be derived as follows:
r^ ¼ r^0 þ bC : ^; ð67Þ
in which the r^0 denotes the surface stress when the bulk is un-
strained and can be calculated by r^0 ¼ c^bI . Also, the fourth-order
constitutive tensor bC can be explicitly expressed as
bC ¼ k^þ c^h ibI  bI þ 2 l^ c^½ bI 	 bI : ð68Þ
Furthermore, Eq. (67) can be simpliﬁed to
r^ ¼ c^bI þ c^cTrð^ÞbI  2c^^þ k^cTrð^ÞbI þ 2l^^; ð69Þ
where cTrf^g ¼ ^f g : bI computes the trace of a second order tensor at
the boundary. Note, that in Eq. (69), the three terms including the c^,Table 2
Classical relations between material parameters in the bulk. For the sake of space, D is de
k l = G E
k, l k l l 3ð
k, E k ðE 3kþ ﬃﬃﬃDp Þ=4 E
k, m k k 1 2mð Þ=2m k 1ð
k, j k 3
2 j kð Þ 9jð
l, E l E 2lð Þ=ð3l EÞ l E
l, m 2lm=ð1 2mÞ l 2l(
l, j j 23l l 9jl
E, m Em= 1þ mð Þ 1 2mð Þ E=2 1þ mð Þ E
E, j 3j 3j Eð Þ=ð9j EÞ 3jE=ð9j EÞ E
m, j 3jm=ð1þ mÞ 3j 1 2mð Þ=2 1þ mð Þ 3j(are illustrating the nature of liquids and the rest, i.e. the last two
terms, are representing the Hookean type resistances of the bound-
ary which clearly are only valid for solids. It must be emphasized
that Eq. (69) is the same as the one given in Sharma et al. (2003).
In the sequel, we set c^ ¼ 0 in order to study the elastic effects of
the surface similar to the previous literature, e.g. Miller and Shenoy
(2000), Sharma et al. (2003), Shenoy (2005), Wei et al. (2006),
Yvonnet et al. (2008) and He and Lilley (2008).
Next, we recall that we can decompose the stress r and strain 
in the bulk additively into deviatoric and volumetric parts, i.e.
r ¼ rvol þ rdev with rvol ¼ 1
3
TrrI; rdev ¼ r rvol;
 ¼ vol þ dev with vol ¼ 1
3
TrI; dev ¼  vol;
ð70Þ
and relate them by means of the shear modulus G and the bulk
modulus j by
rdev ¼ 2G dev; rvol ¼ 3jvol: ð71Þ
Here, Tr{} = {}:I computes the trace of a second order tensor in the
bulk. Moreover, we can express the constitutive laws in terms of
the elasticity modulus E and Poisson’s ratio m, e.g. E11 ¼ r11  m r22½
þr33. After some manipulations, these material parameters can be
related to each other such that only two arbitrary parameters will
be sufﬁcient to model the material behavior, i.e. by choosing any
set of two parameters as independent, we are able to derive the
others as given in Table 2.
In analogy with the bulk, we can decompose the boundary
stress r^ and boundary strain ^ additively into
r^ ¼ r^vol þ r^dev with r^vol ¼ 1
2
btrr^b1; r^dev ¼ r^ r^vol;
^ ¼ ^vol þ ^dev with ^vol ¼ 1
2
btr^b1; ^dev ¼ ^ ^vol; ð72Þ
and relate them by means of the boundary shear modulus bG and the
boundary modulus j^ by
r^dev ¼ 2bG^dev; r^vol ¼ 2j^^vol: ð73Þ
Observe factor 2 instead of 3 in Eqs. (72) and (73) compared to Eqs.
(70) and (71).
Moreover, we can express the boundary constitutive laws in
terms of the boundary elasticity modulus bE and boundary Poisson’s
ratio m^, e.g. bEc11 ¼ br11  m^dr22 . After some manipulations, these
material parameters can be related to each other such that only
two arbitrary parameters will be sufﬁcient to model the boundary
material behavior, i.e. by choosing any set of two parameters as
independent, we are able to derive the others as given in Table 3.
By comparing the tables for the bulk and the boundary, it is
quite clear that we obtain different results for the relation between
material parameters in the bulk and on the boundary, i.e. we can
not use the same relations for the boundary. In particular, thereﬁned by D :¼ E2 + 9k2 + 2Ek.
m j
kþ 2lÞ=ðkþ lÞ k=2 kþ lð Þ kþ 23l
2k=ðEþ kþ ﬃﬃﬃDp Þ ðEþ 3kþ ﬃﬃﬃDp Þ=6
þ mÞ 1 2mð Þ=m m k 1þ mð Þ=3m
j kÞ=ð3j kÞ k=ð3j kÞ j
ðE 2lÞ=2l lE=3 3l Eð Þ
1 + m) m 2l 1þ mð Þ=3 1 2mð Þ
=ð3jþ lÞ ð3j 2lÞ=ð6jþ 2lÞ j
m E=3 1 2mð Þ
ð3j EÞ=6j j
1  2m) m j
Table 3
Relations between material parameters at the boundary.
k^ l^ ¼ bG bE m^ j^
k^; l^ k^ l^ 4l^ðk^þ l^Þ=ðk^þ 2l^Þ k^=ðk^þ 2l^Þ k^þ l^
k^; bE k^ bE  2k^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbE2 þ 4k^2q 	=4 bE 2k^= bE  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbE2 þ 4k^2q 	 bE þ 2k^ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbE2 þ 4k^2q 	=4
k^; m^ k^ k^ 1 m^ð Þ=2m^ k^ 1 m^2
 =m^ m^ k^ 1þ m^ð Þ=2m^
k^; j^ k^ j^ k^ 4j^ j^ k^
 
=ð2j^ k^Þ k^=ð2j^ k^Þ j^
l^; bE 2l^ðbE  2l^Þ=ð4l^ bEÞ l^ bE ðbE  2l^Þ=2l^ l^bE=ð4l^ bEÞ
l^; m^ 2l^m^=ð1 m^Þ l^ 2l^ð1þ m^Þ m^ l^ð1þ m^Þ=ð1 m^Þ
l^; j^ j^ l^ l^ 4l^j^=ðl^þ j^Þ ðj^ l^Þ=ðj^þ l^Þ j^bE; m^ bEm^=ð1 m^2Þ bE=2ð1þ m^Þ bE m^ bE=2ð1 m^ÞbE; j^ 2j^ð2j^ bEÞ=ð4j^ bEÞ bEj^=ð4j^ bEÞ bE ð2j^ bEÞ=2j^ j^
m^; j^ 2j^m^=ð1þ m^Þ j^ð1 m^Þ=ð1þ m^Þ 2j^ð1 m^Þ m^ j^
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parameters in the bulk and on the boundary as follows:

 In contrast to the bulk, the boundary elastic modulus bE is not
imposed to be positive. This assumption neither leads necessar-
ily to the issue of instability nor violates any thermodynamic
postulate. That is due to the fact that a boundary cannot exist
without the bulk and only the total energy containing both con-
tributions from the bulk and the boundary must fulﬁll the posi-
tive deﬁniteness condition. In particular, for the limiting case of
a membrane, assuming vanishing properties of the bulk, the
boundary alone must satisfy the positive deﬁniteness condition
meaning that the boundary elastic modulus bE has to be positive.
In other words, the admissible range for the boundary material
properties depends on the bulk, as well. This fact has been dis-
cussed before in literature, e.g. Shenoy (2005), see also Miller
and Shenoy (2000). The same argument holds for the l^; j^, etc.

 The boundary modulus j^ as a function of boundary Lamé
parameters l^ and k^ is obtained as j^ ¼ k^þ l^. The authors are
aware of the fact that this parameter has been deﬁned differ-
ently, i.e. j^ ¼ 2 k^þ l^
h i
, in the literature before, e.g. Sharma
et al. (2003), Wei et al. (2006) and Yvonnet et al. (2008), never-
theless, it seems to us that the current deﬁnition is more
stringent.

 The boundary incompressibility limit, i.e. the upper bound for
the boundary Poisson’s ratio m^, in contrast to the bulk assumes
the value of 1 and not 1/2. This can be realized by the fact that
j^!1 if m^!1.
5. Summary
In this manuscript, the theory of thermomechanics of continua
with boundary energies has been presented, whereby the bound-
ary is equipped with its own thermodynamic life, i.e. we assume
separate boundary energy, entropy and the like. After collecting
some preliminaries about the problem statement in terms of
geometry and kinematics, the derivations of generalized balance
equations, including boundary potentials, completely based on a
tensorial representation is carried out. Thereby we investigate in
particular the momentum balances, the internal energy balance
and the entropy balance (with positive production constraint).
Next, a thermohyperelastic constitutive equation is proposed and
consequently it results that the temperature of the boundary is re-
lated to that of the continuum body by thermal slavery. Finally, the
boundary small strain elasticity theory of Gurtin is derived and
relations between material parameters on the boundary as com-
pared to the bulk are discussed.References
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